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About This Game

FAST, CHALLENGING ONLINE CO-OP

Take control of a cyberdragon and annihilate swarms of rocket propelled chainsaws either online or via LAN in this high speed,
high skill 8 player co-op twinstick shooter.

DESIGN YOUR OWN WEAPONS

Harvest components from the smoking wreckage of your enemies and construct a vast arsenal of crazy weaponry. Gatling laser
guided rocket launchers, bear teleporters and singularity cannons are just the beginning. All this customization isn’t just for

show, either. Different weapon and character builds allow for a huge range of effective playstyles.

TACTICAL DEPTH

The space skeleton armada is cunning and merciless – flanking, sniping, cloaking and teleporting are just a few of the tricks the
AI is capable of. However, if you learn their tactics you can use your enemies weapons against them. All attacks have full

friendly fire, and exceptional players can annihilate entire fleets by tricking them into shooting each other.

MASSIVE BOSSES

After obliterating enough regular enemies, you’ll have to face down screen filling deathmachines like the Killdozer, Bullet Devil
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and Terror Fortress Omega.

PRESS QUOTES

"what’s interesting about the game: the variety of its enemies, the manner in which you can manipulate its AI, and that it has
singleplayer as well as 8-player coop."
- Graham Smith, Rock Paper Shotgun

"A beautiful shoot em up with super fast paced and challenging combat."
- Nick Puleo, Co-Optimus

"Want to be a teleporting, mine dropping, laser blade wielding cyberdragon? Or evasive and armed with railgun and chaingun?
Or do you want to mind control enemy ships and use your laser like a tractor beam? All those playstyles are equally viable."

- Christian Valentin, Indie Game Enthusiast

"XenoRaptor is fantastic fun, it’s a well crafted top down space shooter, with an infusion of Dead Rising style, crazy weapon
building. Highly Recommended."

- Alpha-Beta-Gamer

"There's something delightfully absurd about a giant circular saw flying through space"
- LowEndGamers

" Extremely responsive controls allow for precision accuracy, harrowing maneuvers, and a devastating outlay of firepower."
- Parker, Chalgyrs Game Room
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Just cause 2 normal is good, but when it has multiplayer, it's even better. My favorite part is the nitro, i can fly with boats using
it XD anyways a great game. I like this game very mutch very nice real time card srategy games. I have played also Minion
masters but this game is better than that.. Duration 4 hours

Some games age well, this one hasn't. The environments are very plain. The combat is horrible. Why is there even combat in the
first place? Same dogs, over and over. I believe the sequel has removed the combat, excellent choice.

Story was ok. But to put this in perspective, half-life 2 was released in 2004. This is 2007 and looks like something from the
1990s.

I'll probably play the sequels, as this was relatively short. But I can't recommend this game in 2019 when there are games like
Soma and Aliens Isolation you can play.

4\/10. What a beautifully strange fantasy of a game, really enjoyed my time with it. This is great. Wish there were more
categories and pages though. Since buying it for my daughter to play, I have been asked for it nearly everyday. There really
needs to be more of these kinda games on steam.

Guess it really is time to just jump into game dev myself.. Looks vile and boring af. Just play any sonic game instead of this pile
of♥♥♥♥♥. so far this is pretty much useless, however i have hope that the developers will be able to improve it.
here are a few things i would like to see.
-map editor and ability to import custom props\/maps
-ability to use mp3 files for audio
-ability to control camera movement
-ability to take screenshots
-option to render video and save it (for use as youtube intro)
-performace improvements
-option to change resolution
-options for youtube intro's

i will keep the software and hopefully over time the developers can improve it.
if they can do all the things listed above and more this software would be absolutely brilliant and they will be able to sell lots
more copys of it. but we will just have to wait and see. i would reccomend buying this until the devs improve it, there is a lot of
work yet to be done.. Clever but in the end, boring.
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It's good game but it showing it's age, doesn't support xbox one controller standard or elite, there are almost no options in menu,
game run in your native resolution and at 4k UI and fonts are tiny and no way to change resolution or sale UI. Game itself can
be unstable so take all of this into consideration if you want to try this.. killed an hour wasnt that hard. Unless you want to play
in a very small window this game flickers to the point it is unplayable.. It's Bejeweled. Everyone plays Bejeweled. It is like
Tetris. You just waste time with it.. Awesome Game! An absolute blast to play!. This game made me want to learn more about
ants. Ants are incredible.. I watched all of these videos passively without blender open. Then when I next opened blender I
created a very nice detailed castle. The way the narrator constantly says out loud what key strokes he is making and is explaining
the logic behind everything he is doing is very helpful and I've learned a lot from it. While I model now I find myself saying out
loud all of my keystrokes and I can recall almost all of the shortcuts the man uses. I am now from a modeling perspective able to
completely independently model whatever I think of. I recommend these videos.. This game is so funny! I really hope they make
another one in the future <3. As the spiritual successor to "RKN - Roskomnadzor Banned The Internet", this game is a bit more
fun, I have to admit. It takes a more Flappy Bird esque style of gameplay. Unlike the previous game where you took the role of
Rozkomnadzor himself, in this game you take the role of a telegram flying through banhammers. The music is less jamming,
has no lyrics, and is too heavy on base, but if you're a fan of the other game, check this one out too.. This game literally had to
puke from this movment in game.
10\/10 would play again
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